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Recognizing Synergetic Conditions for Cohabitation
Proposing an Alternative Method for Acknowledging Local Level
Potentialities into the Municipal Decision-Making Process
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Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
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Local spatial conditions for cohabitation housing:
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daily system: desire close proximity
workspace:
thirdspace environment
environment: flexible spaces, interaction
with clients and peers

close proximity
modern owner occupied
environment: urban in the lee

Firstly:
Proposing a new method in assessing and establishing
requirements to define synergetic conditions for cohabitation
under the various societal trends.
To increase, incorporate and secure the potentialities of the less
affluent residents in the peri-urban areas.
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Scale

(Rotterdam)

(Central District)

District

Neighborhood

Public: Municipality Rotterdam,
Province Zuid Holland,
Private: Prorail, NS, RET, Harbor
Industry, Private Developers,
Education/Medical/R&D Institutes

Public: Municipality Rotterdam,
Private: Prorail, NS, RET, Private
Developers (officies, companies),
creative industry, local
entrepreneurs

Public: Municipality Rotterdam,
Private: Woonstad (HA), local
entrepreneurs, Education/
Medical facilities
Residents: Action Groups ‘Oude
Westen’, local residents

Urban Vision 2030
Residential Vision
Work Locations
Traffic Plan Rotterdam

City Lounge
Traffic Plan Inner City

Masterplan Oude Westen
Neighborhood Vision
Bind & Seduce

Visions

Municipality

Actors

decision-making process

Secondly:
Propose a recommendation for the municipality of
Rotterdam how to incorporate this method into a participatory
decision-making process, a vital element in the establishment of
the cohabitation conditions.

(Oude Westen)

Community Action Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Establishing a partnership between local stakeholders and the 		
local authority
Establishing the goals
Doing an analysis of the project area (through the use of the 		
conditions for cohabitation.
Creating the vision for the project area
Followup of the vision
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Trends

prognosis migration to The Netherlands

prognosis of a steady flow of
migrants to The Netherlands.
migrants who need central area
of the city to improve their
economic prospects.

domestic migration Amsterdam

migration to the inner city
(according to Karsten, 2010)
desired by young affluent families
and dual income households.
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flows

necessary

+

National

invisible individual
visible collective
daily
system: desire close proximity
workspace
workspace

daily system: close proximity
housing:
modern owner occupied
environment: single/dual
urban in the
lee
person
household

functional

(South-Holland)

local
entrepreneurs

conditions
for
Local spatial
conditions
for cohabitation
Local
conditions
forincohabitation
dimensions
of spatial
activities
the public
social
Local spatial
conditions
for cohabitation
Local
forspace
cohabitation
public
spaceofspatial conditions
dimensions
activities
in the public
cohabitation
Local
spatial
for cohabitation
Local spatial
conditions
forconditions
cohabitation
public
space
space
+

(Netherlands)

entrepreneurs

daily system: desire close proximity
workspace:
thirdspace environment
environment: flexible spaces, interaction
with clients and peers

close proximity
modern owner occupied
environment: urban in the lee

functional

Scale

economic networks

Actors

social needs/desires

participatory dimension

typology of places

connectivity

visible collective workspace

Establishing a partnership between local stakeholders and the 		
local authority
Establishing the goals
Doing an analysis of the project area (through the use of the 		
conditions for cohabitation.
Creating the vision for the project area
Followup of the vision
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Recommendation

Rotterdam
density

Social Structure

high

low
3806
inw/km2
3254
inw/km2
3590
inw/km2

Peri-urban areas (surrounding the city center):

4938
inw/km2

4386
inw/km2

6408
inw/km2

4661
inw/km2

17204
inw/km2

-

4302
inw/km2

12419
inw/km2
17183
inw/km2

6001
inw/km2

high density of inhabitants

5877
inw/km2

15740
inw/km2

low percentage of employment

16336
inw/km2

10947
inw/km2

19038
inw/km2

12475
inw/km2

17984
inw/km2

low percentage of high income

1827
inw/km2

2451
inw/km2

4885
inw/km2

19629
inw/km2

14014
inw/km2

16902

2763
inw/km2

10295
inw/km2

7273
inw/km2

9756
inw/km2

7053
inw/km2

14212
inw/km2

1198
inw/km2

16271
inw/km2

4054
inw/km2

8698
inw/km2

19629
inw/km2

17520
inw/km2

16697
inw/km2

15651
inw/km2

15398
inw/km2

14646
inw/km2

2533
inw/km2

7943
inw/km2

6163
inw/km2

17032
inw/km2

11764
inw/km2

17194
inw/km2

3369
inw/km2

2825
inw/km2

12475
inw/km2

8375
inw/km2

7042
inw/km2
4656
inw/km2

4819
inw/km2

9780
inw/km2

Peri-urban area

5503
inw/km2

8605
inw/km2

Density inh./sq km

employment

income

high

low

high

low
€ 57.700

71 %
€ 30.000

68 %

€ 40.600

71 %

€ 45.400

79 %
€ 23.800

62 %
72 %

79 %

74 %

€ 29.300

€ 35.700

€ 34.300

62 %

€ 21.500

70 %

€ 30.200

76 %

€ 26.000
59 %

€ 24.400

70 %

65 %
82 %

€ 23.400
€ 32.500

62 %
68 %

€ 25.500
€ 28.900

63 %

66 %

€ 32.100

€ 25.800

54 %

€ 25.500

€ 27.600

€ 44.100

75 %

€ 50.800

68 %

72 %

57 %

65 %

59 %

61 %

74 %

68 %

€ 60.800
€ 24.900
€ 23.500

61 %
55 %

€ 25.900
€ 22.500

69 %

€ 28.900
€ 26.900

75 %
50 %

57 %
62 %

€ 35.200

€ 33.400

€ 26.000

€ 26.900

€ 25.800

74 %

67 %

€ 23.300

€ 24.700
68 %

€ 23.600

70 %

€ 42.500

€ 50.300

€ 27.800
€ 34.100

€ 29.900

64 %
48 %

59 %

€ 24.600

€ 26.700

€ 34.700

77 %
56 %
61 %

€ 24.300
68 %

54 %

€ 23.200

64 %

€ 25.500
71 %

€ 23.700

78 %

€ 26.600

59 %

€ 25.500

66 %

58 %

61 %

€ 29.600

€ 24.400

64 %

€ 26.000

63 %

Employment percentage (15 - 65 yr)

€ 26.600

€ 21.700

Income

€ 25.700
€ 24.800
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Recommendation

Rotterdam
Eigendomssituatie
ownership situation
housing association
private rent
owner occupied

Built Structure
Peri-urban areas (surrounding the city center):
-

high concentration of social housing

-

high concentration of small residences

-

vulnerable housing quality

Peri-urban area

ownership situation

Kwetsbare voorraad meergezinswoningen

Woonoppervlakte
dwelling surface

vulnerable housing
stock

dwelling surface

vulnerable housing stock

Project Aim

Problem Field
Rotterdam

Theoretical Framework

Method

Test Case Oude Westen
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Recommendation

Urban Regeneration Approach

gentrification peri-urban neighborhoods
large urban development areas

Attractive residential city:
balanced composition of the population
Strong economy:
more employment opportunities

Through a gentrification strategy:
-

diversification the housing stock

-

diversification of population

44

45

45

Project Aim
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Theoretical Framework

Method

Test Case Oude Westen

Recommendation

Regeneration Approach

Gentrification: provides
-

-

Improvement of quality (housing and 		
public space)

Role model function of affluent residents

Source: Atkinson, 2003

€

-

+

+

€

=

€++
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Recommendation

Regeneration Approach

Gentrification: runs the risk of
€+

-

Displacement of less affluent
Source: Kleinhans, 2003

?
€+

€-

€+

-

Periferal pressure (displacing social issues)
Source: Atkinson, 2003

€-

€

€+

employment opportunties
within 45 min
public transport

Effects displacement:
		
less job opportunity
decrease in mobility -> increase travel time

displacement locations

€-

€-

€€-

€

€-

-

€€-
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Recommendation

Oude Westen

Urban Regeneration Vision Rotterdam
-

Reduce social-economic issues

-

Reduce poor housing quality

-

Reduce poor spatial quality

Masterplan Housing Association Oude Westen
Through a social mixing strategy
-

Diversification of population

-

Diversification of building typology

-

Reducing number of social housing

-

Increase social cohesion

Location Oude westen

Present social housing

Masterplan Housing Association

		

Projecten in
het Oude Westen
2010-2018

-

In 8 years time 650 of the 3100 social housing units
will be redeveloped into 400 owner occupied dwellings

-

20% decrease in social housing 3100 ->
40% increase in owner occupied 650 		
- 3.5% total housing stock		
4300 ->

sloop/nieuwbouw
opknappen
renovatie/samenvoegen
binnenterreinen
energie/groot onderhoud
N

studie
wijkeconomie

O

W
Z

Masterplan housing association

2450
-> 1050
4065
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Recommendation

Oude Westen

€-

Urban Regeneration Vision Rotterdam
-

Reduce social-economic issues

-

Reduce poor housing quality

-

Reduce poor spatial quality

Masterplan Housing Association Oude Westen

€+

social spatial network

social spatial network

mobility flows

mobility flows

Through a social mixing strategy
-

Diversification of population

-

Diversification of building typology

-

Reducing number of social housing

-

Increase social cohesion
Focus on built form and population ignores
different user characteristics and
importance and potential of public space in
relation to cohesion.

geographically more locally bound

geographically larger social and spatial
network

mobility and activity pattern limited by
proximity

mobility and activity pattern less limited
to local scale

Source: Reijdorp, 2004
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Recommendation

problem definition

The urban regeneration approach for central areas of the city
creates a distortion on the local neighborhood level of the Oude
Westen. A distortion that does not provide synergetic
cohabitation conditions for different income groups.

AANTREKKELIJKE WOONSTAD

€€+
44

45

€-

Socio-Spatial Fragmentation
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Recommendation

public space

Relevance Public Space

economic

Importance and potential
cultural
symbolic

physical
social
participatory

Public space is the
spatial embodiment of
the community, where
social and economic
transactions take place

source: Janchez & Sepulveda, 2010

Every community and
inhabitant expresses a
different type of use and
perception of the public
space. This creates the
unique local identity of
a place

Strengthening the
socio-cultural
interactions as well as
the differentiation
relations the more
viable a general process
of urban integration
becomes.
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Test Case Oude Westen

Recommendation

public space network

public space

economic

Importance and potential

cultural
symbolic

physical
social
participatory

public space network

potential of being part of a
network providing conditions
for territorial cohesion

Mobility/accessibility/connectivity: Promoting the existing
network of flows.
Land uses/activities: Mixed uses with respect to the socioeconomic dynamics
Social Dynamics: Public space promoting the activities of different
social groups minimizing social exclusion and marginalization.
Comfort/safety: Safety and security through movement within
the urban network.

source: Janchez & Sepulveda, 2010, Pinto et al., 2010

14/50
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Recommendation
social conditions
social needs/desires

economic networks

public space
potential in providing an alternative
approach to re-qualify disarticulated
areas, diminishing the need for
extensive social mixing/upgrading

public space network
potential of connecting to larger
network providing conditions for
territorial cohesion
Mobility Connectivity

social conditions
economiclocal
networks

household
with children
social
needs/desires

Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
system:
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation daily
housing:

entrepreneurs

daily system: desire close proximity
workspace:
thirdspace environment
environment: flexible spaces, interaction
with clients and peers

close proximity
modern owner occupied
environment: urban in the lee

household
with children
spatial
conditions
spatial conditions
daily system: close proximity

synergetic
Local spatial
conditions
for cohabitation
Local
conditions
forincohabitation
dimensions
of spatial
activities
the public
social
Local spatial
conditions
for conditions
cohabitation
Local
spatial
for
cohabitation
public
space
space
dimensionsfor
of
activities
in the public
conditions
Local
spatial
for cohabitation
Local spatial
conditions
forconditions
cohabitation
public
space
space
cohabitation

invisible individual
daily
system:
workspace

local
entrepreneurs

housing:
modern owner occupied
environment: single/dual
urban in the
lee
person
household

safety

flows
people
flows

daily system: less dependent on proximity
housing: architecture style/creativity
environment: cultural, urban, lively

safety

invisible individual
workspace

functional

+
+
dimensions of
+
+of
dimensions

dailyactivities
system: less dependent
on proximity people
+
dimensions
ofactivities in the public
in the public
housing: architecture style/creativity
in the public
people
go-to places,
go-through places
dimensions
ofactivitiesspace
activities
in
the
public
+
public space
flows
public
space
space
cultural, urban, lively
public
space environment:
flows spaces places
quality ofspace
housing/services
dimensions
of
activities space
in the public go-toby-product
public
space
places, go-through
dimensions of
activities in the public
people
connectivity
by-product
spaces
quality of housing/services
public space
space
optional
public
space
space
flows
interactive
interactive

Activities

people
people
flows
people
flows
flows

safety
safety

+ functional
+
+functional
+
+
+ quality of+semi public space
+
++
quality
of
semi
public
space
participatory
+
+
+ of housing/services
+
quality

safety
safety
safety

street visibility

safety
street visibility
constituted
constituted

activities

intervisibility
intervisibility
intervisibility

typology of places
intervisibility
use
orientation entrances
connectivity drives
movement density ie
permeability
go-to places, go-through
places
go-to
places,
go-through
places
use
street visibility
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
by-product
spaces places
by-product
spacesplaces
permeability
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
participatory
street visibility
by-product spaces
quality of housing/services
by-product
spacesplaces
quality of housing/services
connectivity go-to places,
go-through
connectivity
+
constituted
street
visibility
constituted
go-to places,
go-through places
optional
connectivity
optional
interactive
street
visibility
by-product
spaces
quality interactive
of housing/services
constituted
connectivity
optional
+
constituted
by-product
spaces
interactive
quality
of housing/services
optional
interactive
connectivity
2008)
(Karsten et al 2006, Reijndrop
2004)
constituted
connectivity
dimensions of
the(SEV
public
people
optional activities in
constituted
appropriation possibilitiesinteractive
visual permeability determines movement
optional
interactive
dimensions
activities
in thedecreases
publicintegration
people
public
space of
space
flows
over-localized
appropriation possibilities
visual permeability determines movement
public space
space decreases integration
flows
symbolic
over-localized
orientation entrances
dimensions of
activities
in the
public
people
orientation entrances
connectivity
drives
movement
density iedrives movement
connectivity
densityentrances
ie
orientation
quality of semi
public space quality of semi public space
symbolic
connectivityspace
drivesuse
movement density ie
orientation entrances
public space
quality of semi public space
connectivity drives use
movement density ieflows
quality of semi public space
use
permeability
social
permeability
social
orientation entrances
participatory
participatory
use
connectivity drives movement
density ieentrances
orientation
permeability
social
participatory
quality of semi public space
social connectivity drives movement density ie permeability
participatory
use
quality of semi public space
typology of places
use
necessary
functional
permeability
social
symbolism of appropriation
participatory
+
+
permeability
social
participatory
typology of places
+
necessary
functional
symbolism of appropriation
+

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
spatial conditions

flows

social conditions

+
+
+
functional
+networks
socialpossibilities
needs/desires
economic
appropriation
+
appropriation possibilities+
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
+
appropriation possibilities

Safety

intervisibility

optional
Local spatial conditions
for cohabitation
typology of places
Local
spatial
conditions
for
cohabitation
typology of places intervisibility
necessary
necessary
functional
typology of places
necessary
typology of places intervisibility
necessary
(SEV
2008)
(Karsten
et
al
2006,
Reijndrop
2004)
functional
Local spatial conditions for
cohabitation
orientation entrances
typology
necessary
connectivity drives movement density
ie of places

+ necessary
social
+
social
quality of housing/services +
+

Social Dynamics

intervisibility

connectivity

dimensions
functional
functional

visible collective
workspace

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
of places
spatialsingle/dual
conditions
necessary
spatial typology
conditions
person
typology of places
necessary
household
spatial
conditions
spatial conditions

functional

visible collective

desire close proximity
workspace
workspace:
thirdspace environment
environment: flexible spaces, interactionsafety
people
with clients and peers

appropriation possibilities

quality
of housing/services
(Carmona,
2000)
1987)
+ (Gehl,
+
symbolic2010, Hannhorster,
symbolic
appropriation
possibilities
+
appropriation
symbolicpossibilities
quality of housing/services
symbolic
interactive
symbolic
quality
of housing/services
symbolic
interactive

symbolism of appropriation symbolism of appropriationinteractive
household
with children
symbolism of
appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

local
entrepreneurs

+
typology of places
necessary
visual permeability
movement
permeability determines
movement
(Hiller,determines
1996) visual
(Nes
v. & Lopez,
2010)places
go-to
places,
go-through
visual
permeability
determines
movement
over-localized decreasesvisual
integration
over-localized
integration
permeabilitydecreases
determines
movement
by-product
spaces
over-localized
decreases
(Hiller,
1996) integration
(Nes
v. & Lopez,
2010)places
go-to
places,
go-through
over-localized
integration
visual
permeabilitydecreases
determines
movement
by-product
spaces
connectivity
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreasesgo-to
integration
optional
places, go-through places
over-localized
decreases integration
connectivity
by-product spaces
optional
connectivity
optional

symbolism of appropriation
quality
semi public
space
daily of
system:
desire
close proximity
daily
system:
close proximity
symbolism
of appropriation
workspace:
thirdspace
environment
housing:
modern
owner
occupied
quality
of semi public
space (Gehl,
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
participatory
(Carmona,
2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
1987)
environment:
flexible spaces, interaction
environment:
urban in the lee
(Carmona,
2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
participatory
withspace
clients and peers
quality
of semi public
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
participatory

economic

invisible
individual
appropriation
possibilities
workspace
appropriation possibilities

single/dual person
household
daily system: less dependent on proximity
housing: architecture style/creativity
environment: cultural, urban, lively

social
(Hiller,
1996)
(Hiller, 1996)
social

(Hiller,social
1996)

+
+
+

visible collective
workspace

symbolic

safety
safety
safety

intervisibility
intervisibility
intervisibility
street visibility
street visibility

constituted

street visibility

constituted

constituted

connectivity drives movement density ie
usemovement density ie
connectivity drives
permeability
2010)
(Hiller, 1996) (Nes v. & Lopez,
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
use
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
permeability
(Hiller, 1996) connectivity drives
(Nesdensity
v. & Lopez,
movement
ie 2010)
use (Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Hiller, 1996)
(Nes v. & Lopez,
2010)
permeability

orientation entrances
orientation entrances
orientation entrances

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized
decreases
integration
visual
permeability
determines
movement
over-localized decreases integration
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

appropriation
symbolicpossibilities

symbolic
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)
(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)
(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
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Recommendation

public space
potential in providing an alternative
approach to re-qualify disarticulated
areas, diminishing the need for
extensive social mixing/upgrading

public space network
potential of connecting to larger
network providing conditions for
territorial cohesion

synergetic
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
conditions
for
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
cohabitation

Mobility Connectivity

Activities

spatial conditions

activities in the public
activities in the public
space
space
activities in the public
space

dimensions

necessary
necessary

typology of places
typology of places

intervisibility
intervisibility

necessary

typology of places

intervisibility

functional
functional

+ functional
+
+
+
+

+

+
+

interactive

optional
optional

interactive

optional

quality of semi public space
quality of semi public space

participatory
participatory

quality of semi public space

participatory

connectivity

connectivity drives movement density ie
connectivity drivesuse
movement density ie
use
permeability
permeability
connectivity drives movement density ie

social
social
social

+
+
+

appropriation possibilities
appropriation possibilities

Safety

go-to places, go-through places
go-to places,
go-through
by-product
spaces places
by-product spaces
connectivity
go-to places,
go-through places
connectivity
by-product spaces

+

interactive
quality
of housing/services

symbolic

appropriation
symbolicpossibilities

people
people
flows
flows
people
flows

safety
safety

dimensions of
dimensions of
public space
public space
dimensions of
public space

quality of housing/services
quality of housing/services

Social Dynamics

spatial conditions
spatial conditions

safety

street visibility
street visibility

constituted

street
visibility
constituted

constituted
orientation entrances
orientation entrances
orientation entrances

use
permeability

visual permeability determines movement
visual
permeability
determines
movement
over-localized
decreases
integration
over-localized decreases integration
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

symbolic
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)
(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)
(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
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Recommendation

public space
potential in providing an alternative
approach to re-qualify disarticulated
areas, diminishing the need for
extensive social mixing/upgrading

public space network
potential of connecting to larger
network providing conditions for
territorial cohesion

synergetic
Local spatial conditions
for cohabitation
Local spatial
conditions for cohabitation
Local spatial conditions
for conditions
cohabitation
Local spatial
for cohabitation
conditions
for
Local
spatial
conditions
for
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation cohabitation
cohabitation

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
spatial conditions
spatial conditions
spatial conditions
spatial conditions

Mobility Connectivity
dimensions of
dimensions of
public space
public space
dimensions of
public space

Activities

dimensions ofactivities in the public
activities in the public
in the public
dimensions
ofactivitiesspace
activitiesspace
in the public
public space
space
dimensions
of
activities space
in the public
public space
activities in the public
public space
space
space

dimensions
functional
functional

functional
functional
+functional
+

+ functional
+
+
+
+

+

interactive

quality of housing/services

interactive
interactive

quality of semi public space
quality of semi public space

participatory
participatory

quality of semi public space

optional
optional

optional
optional
optional

optional

quality of semi public space
quality of semi public space

participatory
participatory
participatory

quality of semi public space

participatory
appropriation possibilities
appropriation possibilities

Safety

+
+

quality interactive
of housing/services

interactive

Social Dynamics

necessary
necessary
necessary

+ necessary
+
+
quality of housing/services +
+
+
++

quality of housing/services
quality of housing/services

interactive
quality
of housing/services

activities

necessary
necessary

symbolic

appropriation
symbolicpossibilities

symbolic
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

social
social
social

appropriation possibilities

+
+

social
social
social

people
people
flows
flows
people
flows

typology of places
typology of places
typology of places

people
people
flows
people
flows
flows

safety
safety
safety

typology of places intervisibility
typology of places intervisibility
typology of places
intervisibility

go-to places, go-through places
go-to places, go-through places
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
by-product
spaces places
by-product
spacesplaces
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
by-product spaces
by-product
spacesplaces
connectivity go-to places,
go-through
connectivity
constituted
go-to places,
go-through places
connectivity
street
visibility
by-product
spaces
constituted
connectivity
by-product spaces
connectivity
connectivity
constituted
orientation entrances
connectivity drives movement
density iedrives movement
connectivity
densityentrances
ie
orientation
connectivity drivesuse
movement density ie
use
connectivity drives movement density ie
use
permeability
permeability
use
connectivity drives movement
density ie
permeability
connectivity drives
movement density ie permeability orientation entrances
use
use
permeability
+
permeability

safety
safety
safety

intervisibility
intervisibility
intervisibility
street visibility
street visibility
street
visibility
constituted

constituted
constituted

orientation entrances
orientation entrances
orientation entrances

+
+

+

visual permeability determines
movement
visual
permeability determines movement
visual
permeability
determines
movement decreases integration
over-localized
decreases
integration
over-localized
visual
permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration
over-localized
integration
visual
permeabilitydecreases
determines
movement
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration
over-localized decreases integration

appropriation possibilities

symbolic
appropriation
possibilities
symbolic
symbolic
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000) 2010, Hannhorster,
(Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona,
2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)

(Gehl, 1987)
(Gehl, 1987)
(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)
(Hiller, 1996)
(Hiller, 1996)

(Hiller, 1996) (Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Hiller, 1996)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Hiller, 1996)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
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Recommendation

public space
potential in providing an alternative
approach to re-qualify disarticulated
areas, diminishing the need for
extensive social mixing/upgrading

public space network
potential of connecting to larger
network providing conditions for
territorial cohesion

Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation

spatial conditions
spatial conditions

synergetic
Local spatial
conditions
for cohabitation
Local
conditions
forincohabitation
dimensions
of spatial
activities
the public
Local spatial
conditions
for conditions
cohabitation
Local
spatial
for
cohabitation
public
space
space
dimensionsfor
of
activities
in the public
conditions
Local
spatial
for cohabitation
Local spatial
conditions
forconditions
cohabitation
public
space
space
cohabitation

Mobility Connectivity

safety
safety

people
flows
people
flows

safety

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
of places
spatial conditions
spatial typology
conditions
typology of places
necessary
spatial
conditions
spatial conditions

necessary

functional
functional

+
+
dimensions of
+
+of
dimensions

+
people
dimensions
ofactivities in the public
activities in the public
in the public
people
go-through places
dimensions
ofactivitiesspace
activitiesspace
in the publicgo-to places,
+
public space
flows
public
space
public
space
flows spaces places
quality ofspace
housing/services
dimensions
of
activities space
in the public go-toby-product
public
space
places, go-through
dimensions of
activities in the public
people
connectivity
by-product
spaces
quality of housing/services
public space
space
optional
public
space
space
flows
interactive
optional

interactive

Activities

dimensions

functional
functional
+ functional
+
+functional
+
+
+ quality of+semi public space
+
++
quality
of
semi
public
space
participatory

+

+ necessary
social
+
+
+
social
quality of housing/services +
+

+

interactive

interactive
quality
of housing/services

quality of housing/services

optional
optional

quality interactive
of housing/services

interactive
appropriation possibilitiesinteractive
interactive

Social Dynamics

optional

necessary
necessary
necessary

+
+

optional
optional
optional

appropriation possibilities

symbolic

quality of semi
public space
symbolic
quality of semi public space

participatory

quality of semi public space
quality of semi public space

social
social

participatory

participatory
quality of semi public space
participatory
quality of semi public space
symbolism of appropriation
participatory

social

participatory

symbolism of appropriation

appropriation possibilities

appropriation possibilities

(Carmona,
2010,
Hannhorster, 2000)
appropriation
possibilities

appropriation possibilities

Safety

activities

necessary
necessary

functional
functional

quality of housing/services
participatory
quality of housing/services

connectivity

(Gehl, 1987)

(Carmona,
2000)
symbolic2010, Hannhorster,
symbolic
appropriation
possibilities
appropriation
symbolicpossibilities
symbolic
symbolic
symbolic
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

+
+

social
social
social

intervisibility
intervisibility

people
people
flows
people
flows
flows

safety
safety
street visibility

safety
street visibility

safety
safety
safety

constituted
constituted

typology of places
typology of places

typology of places intervisibility
typology of places intervisibility
orientation entrances
typology
connectivity
drives
movement density
ie of places
typology
of places
intervisibility
use
orientation entrances
connectivity drives movement density ie
permeability
go-to places, go-through
go-to places, go-through places
use places
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
by-product
spaces places
by-product
spacesplaces
permeability
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
by-product spaces
by-product
spacesplaces
connectivity go-to places,
go-through
connectivity
constituted
go-to places,
go-through places
connectivity
street
visibility
by-product
spaces
constituted
connectivity
by-product spaces
connectivity
connectivity
constituted
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized
decreases
integration
visual permeability
determines
movement

over-localized decreases integration
orientation entrances
connectivity drives movement
density iedrives movement
connectivity
densityentrances
ie
orientation
connectivity drivesuse
movement density ie
use
connectivity drives movement density ie
use
permeability
permeability
use
connectivity drives movement
density ie
permeability
connectivity drives
movement density ie permeability orientation entrances
use
use
permeability
+
permeability

intervisibility
intervisibility
intervisibility
street visibility
street visibility
street
visibility
constituted

constituted
constituted

orientation entrances
orientation entrances
orientation entrances

+
+

+

visual permeability
movement
permeability determines movement
(Hiller,determines
1996) visual
v. & Lopez, 2010)
visual
permeability
determines
movement decreases (Nes
over-localized
decreases
integration
over-localized
integration
visual
permeability determines
movement
over-localized
decreases
(Hiller,
1996) integration
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
over-localized
integration
visual
permeabilitydecreases
determines
movement
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration
over-localized decreases integration

(Gehl, 1987)

symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000) 2010, Hannhorster,
(Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona,
2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)

(Gehl, 1987)
(Gehl, 1987)
(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)
(Hiller, 1996)
(Hiller, 1996)

(Hiller, 1996) (Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Hiller, 1996)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Hiller, 1996)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
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Recommendation

public space
potential in providing an alternative
approach to re-qualify disarticulated areas, diminishing the need for
extensive social mixing/upgrading

public space network
potential of connecting to larger
network providing conditions for
territorial cohesion
Mobility Connectivity

Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation

spatial conditions
spatial conditions

synergetic
Local spatial
conditions
for cohabitation
Local
conditions
forincohabitation
dimensions
of spatial
activities
the public
Local spatial
conditions
for conditions
cohabitation
Local
spatial
for
cohabitation
public
space
space
dimensionsfor
of
activities
in the public
conditions
Local
spatial
for cohabitation
Local spatial
conditions
forconditions
cohabitation
public
space
space
cohabitation

safety
safety

people
flows
people
flows

safety

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
of places
spatial conditions
spatial typology
conditions
typology of places
necessary
spatial
conditions
spatial conditions

necessary

functional
functional

+
+
dimensions of
+
+of
dimensions

+
people
dimensions
ofactivities in the public
activities in the public
in the public
people
go-through places
dimensions
ofactivitiesspace
activitiesspace
in the publicgo-to places,
+
public space
flows
public
space
public
space
flows spaces places
quality ofspace
housing/services
dimensions
of
activities space
in the public go-toby-product
public
space
places, go-through
dimensions of
activities in the public
people
connectivity
by-product
spaces
quality of housing/services
public space
space
optional
public
space
space
flows
interactive

functional
functional

+ necessary
social
+
social
quality of housing/services +
+

participatory

quality of housing/services

quality of housing/services

dimensions of
optional
dimensions
public
space of
appropriation possibilities
public space
symbolic
dimensions of
quality of semi
public space quality of semi public space
symbolic
public space
quality of semi public space
participatory

quality of semi public space

safety
street visibility
constituted
constituted

functional
social
functional

participatory

symbolism of appropriation

+
+
functional
appropriation possibilities
+
appropriation possibilities+
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
appropriation possibilities

social
social
social

+
+
+

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
spatial conditions

space

appropriation possibilities

+

quality
of housing/services
(Carmona,
2000)
1987)
+ (Gehl,
+
symbolic2010, Hannhorster,
symbolic
appropriation
possibilities
+
appropriation
symbolicpossibilities
quality of housing/services
symbolic
interactive
symbolic
quality
of housing/services
symbolic
interactive
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

symbolism of appropriationinteractive

intervisibility
intervisibility
intervisibility
street visibility
street visibility
street
visibility
constituted

constituted
constituted

safety
safety

flows

over-localized
decreases
integration
orientation entrances
activities
in the
public
people
orientation entrances
connectivity
drives
movement
density iedrives movement
connectivity
densityentrances
ie
orientation
connectivityspace
drivesuse
movement density ie
orientation entrances
use
connectivity drives movement density ieflows
use
permeability
permeability
orientation entrances
use
connectivity drives movement
density ie
permeability
connectivity drives
movement density ie permeability orientation entrances
use
typology of places
use
necessary
permeability
+
permeability
typology of places
necessary

flows

+
+

+

safety
safety
safety

street visibility

typology of places
intervisibility
use
orientation entrances
connectivity drives
movement density ie
permeability
go-to places, go-through
places
go-to
places,
go-through
places
use
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
by-product
spaces places
by-product
spacesplaces
permeability
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
by-product spaces
by-product
spacesplaces
connectivity go-to places,
go-through
connectivity
constituted
go-to places,
go-through places
connectivity
optional
street
visibility
by-product
spaces
constituted
connectivity
by-product spaces
optional
connectivity
connectivity
the public
people
optional activities in
constituted
visual permeability determines movement
activities
in thedecreases
publicintegration
people
space
flows
over-localized
visual permeability determines movement

social
social

participatory

participatory
quality of semi public space
participatory
quality of semi public space
symbolism of appropriation
participatory

Safety

+
+

optional
optional

quality interactive
of housing/services

interactive
appropriation possibilitiesinteractive
interactive

Social Dynamics

safety
safety

activities

+ functional
+
+functional
+
+
+ quality of+semi public space
+
++
quality
of
semi
public
space
participatory
+
+
+ of housing/services
+
quality
interactive

people
people
flows
people
flows
flows

optional
Local spatial conditions
for cohabitation
typology of places
Local
spatial
conditions
for
cohabitation
typology of places intervisibility
necessary
necessary
functional
typology of places
necessary
typology of places intervisibility
necessary
functional
Local spatial conditions for
cohabitation
orientation entrances
typology
necessary
connectivity drives movement density
ie of places

dimensions

interactive
quality
of housing/services

intervisibility

connectivity

interactive

Activities

intervisibility

typology of places
necessary
visual permeability
movement
permeability determines
movement
(Hiller,determines
1996) visual
(Nes
v. & Lopez,
2010)places
go-to
places,
go-through
visual
permeability
determines
movement
over-localized decreasesvisual
integration
over-localized
integration
permeabilitydecreases
determines
movement
by-product
spaces
over-localized
decreases
(Hiller,
1996) integration
(Nes
v. & Lopez,
2010)places
go-to
places,
go-through
over-localized
integration
visual
permeabilitydecreases
determines
movement
by-product
spaces
connectivity
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreasesgo-to
integration
optional
places, go-through places
over-localized
decreases integration
connectivity
by-product spaces
optional
connectivity
optional

quality
of semi public space (Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000) 2010, Hannhorster,
(Gehl,
1987)
participatory
(Carmona,
2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
participatory
quality
of semi public space
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
participatory

social
(Hiller,
1996)
(Hiller, 1996)
social
(Hiller,social
1996)

+
+
+

appropriation possibilities
appropriation possibilities

symbolic

intervisibility
intervisibility
intervisibility
street visibility
street visibility

constituted

street visibility

constituted

constituted

symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
quality of semi public space

safety

connectivity drives movement density ie
usemovement density ie
connectivity drives
permeability
2010)
(Hiller, 1996) (Nes v. & Lopez,
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
use
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
permeability
(Hiller, 1996) connectivity drives
(Nesdensity
v. & Lopez,
movement
ie 2010)
use (Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Hiller, 1996)
(Nes v. & Lopez,
2010)
permeability

orientation entrances
orientation entrances
orientation entrances

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized
decreases
integration
visual
permeability
determines
movement
over-localized decreases integration
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

appropriation
symbolicpossibilities

symbolic
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)
(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)
(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
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Recommendation
social conditions
social needs/desires

economic networks

public space
potential in providing an alternative
approach to re-qualify disarticulated
areas, diminishing the need for
extensive social mixing/upgrading

public space network
potential of connecting to larger
network providing conditions for
territorial cohesion
Mobility Connectivity

social conditions
economiclocal
networks

household
with children
social
needs/desires

Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
system:
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation daily
housing:

entrepreneurs

daily system: desire close proximity
workspace:
thirdspace environment
environment: flexible spaces, interaction
with clients and peers

close proximity
modern owner occupied
environment: urban in the lee

household
with children
spatial
conditions
spatial conditions
daily system: close proximity

synergetic
Local spatial
conditions
for cohabitation
Local
conditions
forincohabitation
dimensions
of spatial
activities
the public
social
Local spatial
conditions
for conditions
cohabitation
Local
spatial
for
cohabitation
public
space
space
dimensionsfor
of
activities
in the public
conditions
Local
spatial
for cohabitation
Local spatial
conditions
forconditions
cohabitation
public
space
space
cohabitation

invisible individual
daily
system:
workspace

local
entrepreneurs

housing:
modern owner occupied
environment: single/dual
urban in the
lee
person
household

safety

flows
people
flows

daily system: less dependent on proximity
housing: architecture style/creativity
environment: cultural, urban, lively

safety

invisible individual
workspace

functional

+
+
dimensions of
+
+of
dimensions

dailyactivities
system: less dependent
on proximity people
+
dimensions
ofactivities in the public
in the public
housing: architecture style/creativity
in the public
people
go-to places,
go-through places
dimensions
ofactivitiesspace
activities
in
the
public
+
public space
flows
public
space
space
cultural, urban, lively
public
space environment:
flows spaces places
quality ofspace
housing/services
dimensions
of
activities space
in the public go-toby-product
public
space
places, go-through
dimensions of
activities in the public
people
connectivity
by-product
spaces
quality of housing/services
public space
space
optional
public
space
space
flows
interactive
interactive

Activities

people
people
flows
people
flows
flows

safety
safety

+ functional
+
+functional
+
+
+ quality of+semi public space
+
++
quality
of
semi
public
space
participatory
+
+
+ of housing/services
+
quality

safety
safety
safety

street visibility

safety
street visibility
constituted
constituted

activities

intervisibility
intervisibility
intervisibility

typology of places
intervisibility
use
orientation entrances
connectivity drives
movement density ie
permeability
go-to places, go-through
places
go-to
places,
go-through
places
use
street visibility
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
by-product
spaces places
by-product
spacesplaces
permeability
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
participatory
street visibility
by-product spaces
quality of housing/services
by-product
spacesplaces
quality of housing/services
connectivity go-to places,
go-through
connectivity
+
constituted
street
visibility
constituted
go-to places,
go-through places
optional
connectivity
optional
interactive
street
visibility
by-product
spaces
quality interactive
of housing/services
constituted
connectivity
optional
+
constituted
by-product
spaces
interactive
quality
of housing/services
optional
interactive
connectivity
2008)
(Karsten et al 2006, Reijndrop
2004)
constituted
connectivity
dimensions of
the(SEV
public
people
optional activities in
constituted
appropriation possibilitiesinteractive
visual permeability determines movement
optional
interactive
dimensions
activities
in thedecreases
publicintegration
people
public
space of
space
flows
over-localized
appropriation possibilities
visual permeability determines movement
public space
space decreases integration
flows
symbolic
over-localized
orientation entrances
dimensions of
activities
in the
public
people
orientation entrances
connectivity
drives
movement
density iedrives movement
connectivity
densityentrances
ie
orientation
quality of semi
public space quality of semi public space
symbolic
connectivityspace
drivesuse
movement density ie
orientation entrances
public space
quality of semi public space
connectivity drives use
movement density ieflows
quality of semi public space
use
permeability
social
permeability
social
orientation entrances
participatory
participatory
use
connectivity drives movement
density ieentrances
orientation
permeability
social
participatory
quality of semi public space
social connectivity drives movement density ie permeability
participatory
use
quality of semi public space
typology of places
use
necessary
functional
permeability
social
symbolism of appropriation
participatory
+
+
permeability
social
participatory
typology of places
+
necessary
functional
symbolism of appropriation
+

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
spatial conditions

flows

social conditions

+
+
+
functional
+networks
socialpossibilities
needs/desires
economic
appropriation
+
appropriation possibilities+
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
+
appropriation possibilities

Safety

intervisibility

optional
Local spatial conditions
for cohabitation
typology of places
Local
spatial
conditions
for
cohabitation
typology of places intervisibility
necessary
necessary
functional
typology of places
necessary
typology of places intervisibility
necessary
(SEV
2008)
(Karsten
et
al
2006,
Reijndrop
2004)
functional
Local spatial conditions for
cohabitation
orientation entrances
typology
necessary
connectivity drives movement density
ie of places

+ necessary
social
+
social
quality of housing/services +
+

Social Dynamics

intervisibility

connectivity

dimensions
functional
functional

visible collective
workspace

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
of places
spatialsingle/dual
conditions
necessary
spatial typology
conditions
person
typology of places
necessary
household
spatial
conditions
spatial conditions

functional

visible collective

desire close proximity
workspace
workspace:
thirdspace environment
environment: flexible spaces, interactionsafety
people
with clients and peers

appropriation possibilities

quality
of housing/services
(Carmona,
2000)
1987)
+ (Gehl,
+
symbolic2010, Hannhorster,
symbolic
appropriation
possibilities
+
appropriation
symbolicpossibilities
quality of housing/services
symbolic
interactive
symbolic
quality
of housing/services
symbolic
interactive

symbolism of appropriation symbolism of appropriationinteractive
household
with children
symbolism of
appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

local
entrepreneurs

+
typology of places
necessary
visual permeability
movement
permeability determines
movement
(Hiller,determines
1996) visual
(Nes
v. & Lopez,
2010)places
go-to
places,
go-through
visual
permeability
determines
movement
over-localized decreasesvisual
integration
over-localized
integration
permeabilitydecreases
determines
movement
by-product
spaces
over-localized
decreases
(Hiller,
1996) integration
(Nes
v. & Lopez,
2010)places
go-to
places,
go-through
over-localized
integration
visual
permeabilitydecreases
determines
movement
by-product
spaces
connectivity
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreasesgo-to
integration
optional
places, go-through places
over-localized
decreases integration
connectivity
by-product spaces
optional
connectivity
optional

symbolism of appropriation
quality
semi public
space
daily of
system:
desire
close proximity
daily
system:
close proximity
symbolism
of appropriation
workspace:
thirdspace
environment
housing:
modern
owner
occupied
quality
of semi public
space (Gehl,
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
participatory
(Carmona,
2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
1987)
environment:
flexible spaces, interaction
environment:
urban in the lee
(Carmona,
2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
participatory
withspace
clients and peers
quality
of semi public
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
participatory

economic

invisible
individual
appropriation
possibilities
workspace
appropriation possibilities

single/dual person
household
daily system: less dependent on proximity
housing: architecture style/creativity
environment: cultural, urban, lively

social
(Hiller,
1996)
(Hiller, 1996)
social

(Hiller,social
1996)

+
+
+

visible collective
workspace

symbolic

safety
safety
safety

intervisibility
intervisibility
intervisibility
street visibility
street visibility

constituted

street visibility

constituted

constituted

connectivity drives movement density ie
usemovement density ie
connectivity drives
permeability
2010)
(Hiller, 1996) (Nes v. & Lopez,
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
use
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
permeability
(Hiller, 1996) connectivity drives
(Nesdensity
v. & Lopez,
movement
ie 2010)
use (Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Hiller, 1996)
(Nes v. & Lopez,
2010)
permeability

orientation entrances
orientation entrances
orientation entrances

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized
decreases
integration
visual
permeability
determines
movement
over-localized decreases integration
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

appropriation
symbolicpossibilities

symbolic
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)
(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)
(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)

workspace:
thirdspace environment
environment: flexible spaces, interaction
with clients and peers

housing:
modern owner occupied
environment: urban in the lee
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Assessment

Recommendation
synergetic
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation

spatial conditions
spatial conditions

invisible individual
visible collective
daily
system: desire close proximity
workspace
workspace

daily system: close proximity
housing:
modern owner occupied
environment:
urban in the
lee
person
activities in the
public single/dual
household

Local spatial
conditions
for cohabitation
Local
conditions for cohabitation
dimensions
of spatial
social
Local spatial
conditions
for conditions
cohabitation
Local
spatial
forspace
cohabitation
public
space
dimensions
of
activities
in the public
conditions
for
Local
spatial
for cohabitation
Local spatial
conditions
forconditions
cohabitation
public
space
space
cohabitation

Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation

workspace:
thirdspace environment
environment: flexible spaces, interactionsafety
people
with clients and peers

safety

flows
people
flows

daily system: less dependent on proximity
housing: architecture style/creativity
environment: cultural, urban, lively

safety

invisible individual
workspace

visible collective
workspace

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
of places
spatialsingle/dual
conditions
spatial typology
conditions
person
typology of places
household
spatial conditions
spatial conditions

necessary

functional

+
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local
entrepreneurs

household with children

intervisibility

necessary

functional

+

dailyactivities
system: less dependent
on proximity people
+
dimensions of
dimensions
ofactivities in the public
in the public
+
+of
housing: architecture style/creativity
dimensions
in the public
people
go-through places
dimensions
ofactivitiesspace
activities
in the
publicgo-to places,
+
public space
flows
public
space
space
cultural,
urban, lively
public
space environment:
flows spaces places
quality ofspace
housing/services
dimensions
of
activities space
in the public go-toby-product
public space
places, go-through
dimensions of
activities in the public
people
connectivity
by-product
spaces
quality of housing/services
public space
space
optional
public
space
space
flows
interactive

intervisibility

safety
safety

people
people
flows
people
flows

safety
street visibility

flows

constituted

connectivity

constituted

optional
Local spatial conditions
for cohabitation
typology of places
Local spatial
conditions for
cohabitation
necessary
necessary
typology of places

interactive

dimensions

safety
safety
safety

street visibility

activities

typology of places intervisibility
intervisibility
necessary
typology of places intervisibility
necessary
intervisibility
(SEV 2008)
(Karsten et al 2006,
Reijndrop 2004)
orientation entrances
typology
necessary
intervisibility
connectivity
drives
movement density
ie of places
typology
of places
intervisibility
+ necessary
use
orientation entrances
connectivity drives
movement density ie
permeability
social
+
go-to places, go-through
go-to places, go-through places
use places
street visibility
+
+
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
by-product
spaces places
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+
quality
by-product
spacesplaces
permeability
social
street visibility
quality of housing/services +
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go-through
participatory
street visibility
by-product spaces
quality of housing/services +
by-product
spacesplaces
quality of housing/services
connectivity go-to places,
go-through
connectivity
+
constituted
street
visibility
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go-to places,
go-through places
optional
connectivity
optional
interactive
street
visibility
by-product
spaces
quality interactive
of housing/services
constituted
connectivity
optional
+
constituted
by-product spaces
interactive
quality
of housing/services
optional
interactive
connectivity
(SEV
2008)
(Karsten et al 2006, Reijndrop
2004)
constituted
connectivity
dimensions of
the public
people
optional activities in
constituted
appropriation possibilitiesinteractive
visual permeability determines movement
optional
interactive
dimensions
activities
in thedecreases
publicintegration
people
public
space of
space
flows
over-localized
appropriation possibilities
visual
permeability
determines movement
public space
space
flows
symbolic
over-localized decreases integration
orientation entrances
orientation entrances
connectivity
movement
density iedrives movement
activitiesdrives
in the
public
people
connectivity
densityentrances
ie
orientation
quality of semi
public space quality of semi public spacedimensions of
symbolic
connectivity drivesuse
movement density ie
orientation entrances
quality of semi public space
connectivity drives use
movement density ie flows
space
space
quality of semi public space publicsocial
use
permeability
permeability
social
orientation entrances
participatory
participatory
use
connectivity drives movement
density ieentrances
orientation
permeability
social
participatory
quality of semi public space
social connectivity drives movement density ie permeability
participatory
use
quality of semi public space
typology
of
places
use
necessary
functional
permeability
social
symbolism of appropriation
participatory
+
+
permeability
social
participatory
typology of places
+
necessary
functional
symbolism of appropriation
functional
functional

functional
functional
+ functional
+
+functional
+
+
+ quality of+semi public space
+
+
+
quality
of semi public space
participatory

Local spatial conditions for cohabitation

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
spatial conditions
flows
spatial conditions
spatial conditions
spatial conditions

social conditions

Playground
Square
Park

dimensions of
dimensions
public
space of
public
spaceof
dimensions
public space

+
+
+(Gehl, 1987)
+

+

symbolism of appropriation symbolism of appropriation interactive
local
household
with children
symbolism of
appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
entrepreneurs

invisible
individual
appropriation
possibilities
workspace
appropriation possibilities

interactive

-

street
v
const

const

orientation e

orientation

orientation

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized
decreases
integration
visual
permeability
determines
movement
over-localized decreases integration

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

typ

symbolism of appropriation

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lopez,

t

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lope

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lope

t

necessary

-

street v

constit

symbolic

necessary

-

intervi

intervi

connectivity drives movement density ie
usemovement density ie
connectivity drives
permeability
2010)
(Hiller, 1996) (Nes v. & Lopez,
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
use
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
permeability(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Hiller, 1996)
connectivity drives movement density ie
(Hiller, 1996)
use (Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
permeability

symbolism of appropriation

quality of housing/services

quality of semi public space

+

visible collective
workspace

symbolism of appropriation

interactive

interactive

+
+

symbolic

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

functional

functional
- of housing/services
quality

(Hiller, 1996)
social

saf

intervisi

street vis

connectivity

optional

social
(Hiller,
1996)
(Hiller, 1996)
social

symbolicpossibilities
appropriation

necessary

functional

-

typology of places
necessary
visual permeability
movement
permeability determines
movement
(Hiller,determines
1996) visual
(Nes
v. & Lopez,
2010)places
go-to
places,
go-through
visual
permeability
determines
movement decreases
over-localized
decreases
integration
over-localized
integration
visual
permeability determines
movement
by-product
spaces
over-localized
decreases
(Hiller,
1996) integration
(Nes
v. & Lopez,
2010)places
go-to
places,
go-through
over-localized
integration
visual
permeabilitydecreases
determines
movement
by-product
spaces
connectivity
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized
decreases
integration
optional
over-localized
decreases integration
go-to places,
go-through places
connectivity
optional
by-product spaces

symbolism of appropriation
quality
semi public
space
daily of
system:
desire
close proximity
daily
system:
close proximity
symbolism
of appropriation
workspace:
thirdspace
environment
housing:2010, Hannhorster,
modern owner
occupied
quality
of semi public
space (Gehl,
(Carmona,
2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
participatory
(Carmona,
2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
1987)
environment:
flexible spaces,
interaction
environment:
urban in the lee
(Carmona,
2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
(Gehl,
1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000) with clients
(Gehl,
1987)
participatory
and peers
quality
of semi public space(Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
participatory

quality of housing/services

Dominance of only necessary child-related activities in public spaces. This results in the potential
fragmentation of social groups.

+

appropriation possibilities

quality(Gehl,
of housing/services
(Carmona,
2000)
1987)
symbolic2010, Hannhorster,
symbolic
+
appropriation
possibilities +
appropriation
symbolicpossibilities
quality of housing/services
symbolic
interactive
symbolic
symbolic
interactive
quality
of housing/services

daily system: less dependent on proximity
housing: architecture style/creativity
environment: cultural, urban, lively

Public Spaces

+
+networks

socialpossibilities
needs/desires
economic
appropriation
appropriation possibilities functional

(Carmona,
2010,
Hannhorster, 2000)
appropriation
possibilities

single/dual person
household

Assessment Oude Westen

+
+

activities in the public
activities
in the public
space
space
activities in theeconomic
public
space

safe
saf

(SEV 2008)

(Karsten et al 2006, Reijndrop 2004)

solely functional dimension
does not stimulate optional/social activities
solely functional dimension
optional
does not stimulate
optional/social activities
solely functional dimension
optional
does not stimulate optional/social activities

Only Necessary Child-Related
Activities

go-to place
go-toby-p
pla

by
go-to pla
by

optional

-

quality
of semi public space
participatory
quality
of semi public space
participatory

participatory

over-connectivi

over-connect

social

over-connect

social
No Space For
Optional Activities
social

no appropriation possibilities
no appropriation possibilities

symbolic

+

+
+

visual permeab
over-localiz
visual
perme

no appropriation possibilities

symbolic

symbolic

No Space For Social Activities

over-loca
visual perme
over-loca

no symbolism of appropriation
no symbolism of appropriation
no symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hill

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hill
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thirdspace environment
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with clients and peers
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environment: urban in the lee
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Theoretical Framework
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Westen
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spatial conditions
for cohabitation

spatial conditions
spatial conditions

synergetic
Local spatial
conditions
for cohabitation
Local
conditions
forincohabitation
dimensions
of spatial
activities
the public
social
Local spatial
conditions
for conditions
cohabitation
Local
spatial
forspace
cohabitation
public
space
dimensions
of
activities
in the public
conditions
for
Local
spatial
for cohabitation
Local spatial
conditions
forconditions
cohabitation
public
space
space
cohabitation

invisible individual
visible collective
daily
system: desire close proximity
workspace
workspace

daily system: close proximity
housing:
modern owner occupied
environment: single/dual
urban in the
lee
person
household

Assessment

workspace:
thirdspace environment
environment: flexible spaces, interactionsafety
people
with clients and peers

safety

invisible individual
workspace

visible collective
workspace

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
of places
spatialsingle/dual
conditions
spatial typology
conditions
person
typology of places
household
spatial conditions
spatial conditions

necessary

functional

intervisibility

necessary

functional

+

safety

flows
people
flows

daily system: less dependent on proximity
housing: architecture style/creativity
environment: cultural, urban, lively

Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
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local
entrepreneurs

household with children

+

dailyactivities
system: less dependent
on proximity people
+
dimensions of
dimensions
ofactivities in the public
in the public
+
+of
housing: architecture style/creativity
dimensions
in the public
people
go-through places
dimensions
ofactivitiesspace
activities
in the
publicgo-to places,
+
public space
flows
public
space
space
cultural,
urban, lively
public
space environment:
flows spaces places
quality ofspace
housing/services
dimensions
of
activities space
in the public go-toby-product
public space
places, go-through
dimensions of
activities in the public
people
connectivity
by-product
spaces
quality of housing/services
public space
space
optional
public
space
space
flows
interactive

intervisibility

safety
safety

people
people
flows
people
flows

street visibility

safety
street visibility

flows

connectivity

interactive

dimensions

safety
safety
safety

constituted
constituted

optional
Local spatial conditions
for cohabitation
typology of places
Local spatial
conditions for
cohabitation
necessary
necessary
typology of places

activities

typology of places intervisibility
intervisibility
necessary
typology of places intervisibility
necessary
intervisibility
(SEV 2008)
(Karsten et al 2006,
Reijndrop 2004)
orientation entrances
typology
necessary
intervisibility
connectivity
drives
movement density
ie of places
typology
of places
intervisibility
+ necessary
use
orientation entrances
connectivity drives
movement density ie
permeability
social
+
go-to places, go-through
go-to places, go-through places
use places
street visibility
+
+
street visibility
go-to places,
go-through
by-product
spaces places
+ of housing/services
+
quality
by-product
spacesplaces
permeability
social
street visibility
quality of housing/services +
go-to places,
go-through
participatory
street visibility
by-product spaces
quality of housing/services +
by-product
spacesplaces
quality of housing/services
connectivity go-to places,
go-through
connectivity
+
constituted
street
visibility
constituted
go-to places,
go-through places
optional
connectivity
optional
interactive
street
visibility
by-product
spaces
quality interactive
of housing/services
constituted
connectivity
optional
+
constituted
by-product spaces
interactive
quality
of housing/services
optional
interactive
connectivity
(SEV
2008)
(Karsten et al 2006, Reijndrop
2004)
constituted
connectivity
dimensions of
the public
people
optional activities in
constituted
appropriation possibilitiesinteractive
visual permeability determines movement
optional
interactive
dimensions
activities
in thedecreases
publicintegration
people
public
space of
space
flows
over-localized
appropriation possibilities
visual
permeability
determines movement
public space
space
flows
symbolic
over-localized decreases integration
orientation entrances
orientation entrances
connectivity
movement
density iedrives movement
activitiesdrives
in the
public
people
connectivity
densityentrances
ie
orientation
quality of semi
public space quality of semi public spacedimensions of
symbolic
connectivity drivesuse
movement density ie
orientation entrances
quality of semi public space
connectivity drives use
movement density ie flows
space
space
quality of semi public space publicsocial
use
permeability
permeability
social
orientation entrances
participatory
participatory
use
connectivity drives movement
density ieentrances
orientation
permeability
social
participatory
quality of semi public space
social connectivity drives movement density ie permeability
participatory
use
quality of semi public space
typology
of
places
use
necessary
functional
permeability
social
symbolism of appropriation
participatory
+
+
permeability
social
participatory
typology of places
+
necessary
functional
symbolism of appropriation
functional
functional

functional
functional
+ functional
+
+functional
+
+
+ quality of+semi public space
+
+
+
quality
of semi public space
participatory

spatial conditions

Local spatial conditions for cohabitation

spatial conditions
spatial conditions
spatial conditions

spatial conditions

dimensions of
public space
entrance
portico entrance

dimensions of
public
space
unconstituted
+

activities in the public
space

people
flows

activities in the public
space

people
flows

safety

Assessment Oude Westen
Safety

+
+networks

appropriation possibilities

quality(Gehl,
of housing/services
(Carmona,
2000)
1987)
symbolic2010, Hannhorster,
symbolic
+
appropriation
possibilities +
appropriation
symbolicpossibilities
quality of housing/services
symbolic
interactive
symbolic
symbolic
interactive
quality
of housing/services

+

+
+

typology of places
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visual permeability
movement
permeability determines
movement
(Hiller,determines
1996) visual
(Nes
v. & Lopez,
2010)places
go-to
places,
go-through
visual
permeability
determines
movement decreases
over-localized
decreases
integration
over-localized
integration
visual
permeability determines
movement
by-product
spaces
over-localized
decreases
(Hiller,
1996) integration
(Nes
v. & Lopez,
2010)places
go-to
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go-through
over-localized
integration
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permeabilitydecreases
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movement
by-product
spaces
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visual permeability determines movement
over-localized
decreases
integration
optional
over-localized
decreases integration
go-to places,
go-through places
connectivity
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by-product spaces

safetyeconomic

symbolism of appropriation symbolism of appropriation interactive
local
household
with children
symbolism of
appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
entrepreneurs

invisible
individual
appropriation
possibilities
workspace
appropriation possibilities

(Hiller, 1996)
social

-

-

-

quality of housing/services

-

optional

quality of housing/services

interactive
quality of semi public space

solely functional dimension
does not stimulate optional/social activities

-

solely functional dimension
does not stimulate optional/social activities

optional

participatory
quality of semi public space

participatory

social

+
+

no appropriation possibilities

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized
decreases
integration
visual
permeability
determines
movement

symbolism of appropriation

(Gehl, 1987)

go-to places, go-through places
by-product spaces

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lope

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lope

(SEV 2008)

lack of street visibility
decreases safety

connectivity
go-to places, go-through places
by-product spaces

constitutedwith
Multiple
Space
lack of street visibility
decreases safety Sections
Non-Intervisible

connectivity

constituted

over-connectivity reduces the sense of ownership and place

permeability

lack of entrances, lack of
control/activity
lack of entrances, lack of
control/activity

Multiple Space with
Unconstituted Sections

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

no symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
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(Nes v. & Lopez,

(Gehl, 1987)

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

intervisibility
(Karsten et al 2006, Reijndrop 2004)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

symbolic

no symbolism of appropriation

orientation

over-localized decreases integration

symbolic
no appropriation possibilities

orientation

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

permeability

social

const

orientation e

symbolism of appropriation

over-connectivity reduces the sense of ownership and place

-
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v
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intervisibility
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symbolic
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+

visible collective
workspace

intervi

intervi

connectivity drives movement density ie
usemovement density ie
connectivity drives
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2010)
(Hiller, 1996) (Nes v. & Lopez,
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
use
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
permeability(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Hiller, 1996)
connectivity drives movement density ie
(Hiller, 1996)
use (Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
permeability

symbolic

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

-

+
+

saf

intervisi

street vis

connectivity
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(Hiller,
1996)
(Hiller, 1996)
social

symbolicpossibilities
appropriation

daily system: less dependent on proximity
housing: architecture style/creativity
environment: cultural, urban, lively
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+
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environment:
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environment:
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2010, Hannhorster,
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(Gehl,
1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
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(Gehl,
1987)
participatory
and peers
quality
of semi public space(Gehl, 1987)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster,
2000)
(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)
(Gehl, 1987)
participatory

single/dual person
household

interactive

Reduced sense of security enhanced by
lack of surveillance. Caused by low concentration
of entrances or lack of windows on street level.

+
+
+(Gehl, 1987)
+
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economic
appropriation
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+
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+
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+
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+
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+
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symbolicpossibilities
appropriation

daily system: less dependent on proximity
housing: architecture style/creativity
environment: cultural, urban, lively

saf

intervisi

intervi

connectivity drives movement density ie
usemovement density ie
connectivity drives
permeability
2010)
(Hiller, 1996) (Nes v. & Lopez,
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
use
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
permeability(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Hiller, 1996)
connectivity drives movement density ie
(Hiller, 1996)
use (Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
(Nes v. & Lopez, 2010)
permeability

symbolic

single/dual person
household

safe
saf

street vis

connectivity

optional

symbolism of appropriation symbolism of appropriation interactive
local
household
with children
symbolism of
appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
entrepreneurs

dimensions of
public space

flows

social conditions

activities in the spatial
public conditions
space

dimensions of
public space

spatial conditions
spatial conditions

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

symbolic
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

Assessment Oude Westen
-

Flows
The extent of integration of a local street
into an urban network determines the
intensity of movement through the local
street network. Which results in the
potential for program in that local street.

-

-

functional
quality of housing/services

+

+

interactive
quality of housing/services

interactive

-

(Gehl, 1987)

in

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lopez,

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lope

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lope

typology of places
go-to places, go-through places
by-product spaces

(Karsten et al 2006, Reijndrop 2004)

necessary

optional

(SEV 2008)

inte

lack o
dec

connectivity

Residential
Area As Go-Through
go-to places, go-through places
Place by-product spaces
connectivity

optional

+

quality of semi public space

social

no appropriation possibilities

stree

lack of
co

permeability

social

participatory

c

con

over-connectivity reduces the sense of ownership and place

quality of semi public space

+

connectivity drives movement density ie
use
permeability

orientat

Low Connectivity of Residential
visual permeability determines movement
Area
over-localized decreases integration

symbolic
appropriation possibilities

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

symbolic
no symbolism of appropriation

symbolism2010,
of appropriation
(Carmona,
Hannhorster, 2000)

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

source: Hillier in Carmona & Tiesdell, 2007

symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

solely functional dimension
does not stimulate optional/social activities

+

participatory

Residential area poorly connected to surrounding street network. Reduced movement in relation to the primary activity of
the public spaces results in it being a
Go-Through place for other social groups
besides households with children for
whom it functions as a Go-To place.
Current situation

typology of places

necessary

functional

(Gehl, 1987)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & L

(Nes v. & Lo
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Local spatial
conditions for cohabitation
Assessment
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation

integration value
low

high

new connection

Local spatial conditions for cohabitation
Local spatial conditions for cohabitation

integration value
low
new connection

Local spatial conditions for cohabitation

spatial conditions

high

spatial conditions
spatial conditions

spatial conditions
dimensions of
public space
dimensions of
public space

activities in the public
space
activities in the public
space

spatial conditions

dimensions of
dimensions
public
space of
public space
dimensions of
public space

activities in the public
activities
in the public
space
space
activities in the public
space

+

people
flows
people
flows
+

quality of housing/services

interactive

+

quality of semi public space

social

participatory

social

participatory

social

quality of semi public space

+
+
+

appropriation possibilities

street
v
const

connectivity

optional

interactive

street v

constit

go-to places,
go-through places
connectivity
by-product spaces

optional

quality
of semi public space
participatory

safe

intervi

street vis

by-product
spaces
connectivity

optional

interactive
quality
of housing/services

intervi

typology of places
go-to places, go-through places
spaces places
go-toby-product
places, go-through

necessary

+

quality of housing/services

+

intervisi

typology of places

necessary

functional

+
+
+ functional
+

saf

typology of places

necessary

functional

safe
saf

people
people
flows
flows
people
flows

appropriation possibilities

symbolic

const

connectivity drives movement density ie
usemovement density ie
connectivity drives
permeability
use
permeability
connectivity drives movement density ie
use
permeability

orientation e

s

orientation

orientation

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized
decreases
integration
visual
permeability
determines
movement
over-localized decreases integration

symbolicpossibilities
appropriation

visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

symbolic
symbolism of appropriation
symbolism of appropriation

neccessary

functional

+

+
functional
-

typology of places

-

optional

quality of housing/services

solely functional dimension
does not stimulate optional/social activities

optional

interactive

quality of semi public space

-

participatory

(Hiller, 1996)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)

social+

symbolic

no appropriation possibilities

connectivity

intervisib

(Nes v. & Lopez,

(Nes v. & Lope

(Nes v. & Lope

inte

street visi

constitu
lack of s

decre

con

orientation e

lack of en
cont

permeability

+

appropriation possibilities

Residential Go-To Places

over-connectivity reduces the sense of ownership and place

quality of semi public space

participatory

connectivity
go-to places,
go-through places
by-product spaces

connectivity drives movement density ie
use
permeability

social

(Hiller, 1996)

(Gehl, 1987)

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

go-to places, go-through places
by-product spaces

-

interactive

(Gehl, 1987)

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

typology of places

necessary

+

quality of housing/services

symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

visiual permeability detemines movement
over-localized decreases integration
visual permeability determines movement
over-localized decreases integration

symbolic
symbolism of appropriation

connected to center

connecting to center and global grid
no symbolism of appropriation

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

Residential area activated through more accessibility,
resulting in more pedestrian flows and potential for
divers program. Resulting in establishing Go-To places
for different social groups.
Risk
Over-accessibility disrupts the local identity of the
neighborhood

(Carmona, 2010, Hannhorster, 2000)

(Gehl, 1987)
(Gehl, 1987)

(Hiller, 1996)
(Hiller, 1996)

(Nes v. & Lopez,

(Nes v. & Lo
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Conclusions Assessment
user intensity

Public Space
low

The main activities of the public space oriented
towards one single user group
		
-> Other user groups seek their optional
Cohabitation Conditions
or social activities elsewhere

green structure

Safety
Narrow street structure and lack of intervisibility
-> Meaning unsafe and low socially
controlled spaces
Connectivity
Residential core poorly integrated into the area
-> Meaning less potential for pedestrian
flows and differentiated program
Spatial Relation

Oude Westen
city center
Museum Park

+

+

functional dimension

+

interactive dimension

high

participatory dimension

necessary child related activity

optional activity

social activity

typology of places

connectivity

visible collective workspace
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Recommendation

Scenarios

Business as
Usual

Extreme Pedestrian
Flows

current situation

Following
Masterplan

Following
Societal Trends

with the introduction of
affluent residents

ace
ce

Project Aim

flows
flows

Problem Field

Theoretical Framework

Method

public
public space
space

Test Case Oude Westen

Recommendation

space
space

flows
flows
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Variables of Scenarios

typology
typologyofofplaces
places

essary
ssary

Variables of the scenarios
go-to
go-toplaces,
places,go-through
go-throughplaces
places
by-product
by-productspaces
spaces
connectivity
connectivity

onal
onal

+
+

+
+

+
+

social needs/desires
street
streetvisibility
visibility

constituted
constituted

typology
typology of
of places
places
social conditions

neccessary
neccessary

functional
functional

intervisibility
intervisibility

economic networks

quality of housing/services
quality of housing/services

optional
optional

interactive
interactive

self employed
entrepreneurs

household with children
connectivity
connectivitydrives
drivesmovement
movementdensity
densityieie
use
use
permeability
permeability

cial
ial

orientation
orientationentrances
entrances

quality of semi public space
quality of semi public space

daily system: close proximity
participatory
housing:
modern owner occupied
participatory
environment: urban in the lee

go-to
go-to places,
places, go-through
go-through places
places
by-product
by-product spaces
spaces
connectivity
connectivity

connectivity
connectivity drives
drives movement
movement density
density
use
daily system: desire close proximity
use
permeability
social
workspace:
thirdspace environment
permeability
social
environment: flexible spaces, interaction
with clients and peers

+
+

++
appropriation possibilities
appropriation possibilities

visiual
visiualpermeability
permeabilitydetemines
deteminesmovement
movement
over-localized
over-localizeddecreases
decreasesintegration
integration
connectivity/permeability/pedestrian

invisible individual
workspace
functional

appropriability
symbolic
symbolic

flows

single/dual person
household

visiual permeability detemines movem

visiual
permeability detemines movem
visible
collective
over-localized
workspace
over-localized decreases
decreases integration
integration
dimension/necessary

activity

daily system: less depended on proximity
architecture style/creativity
symbolism ofhousing:
appropriation
symbolism of appropriation
environment: cultural, urban , lively

(Hiller,
(Hiller,1996)
1996)

(Nes
(Nesv.v.&&Lopez,
Lopez,2010)
2010)

(Carmona,
(Carmona, 2010,
2010, Hannhorster,
Hannhorster, 2000)
2000)

(Karsten et al 2006, Reijndrop 2004)

connections

parking spaces

(Gehl,
(Gehl, 1987)
1987)

(Hiller,
(Hiller, 1996)
1996)

(SEV 2008)

program

ace
ce
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flows
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Variables of Scenarios

typology
typologyofofplaces
places

essary
ssary

social conditions

intervisibility
intervisibility

Variables of the scenarios in relation to public space network
social needs/desires

go-to
go-toplaces,
places,go-through
go-throughplaces
places
by-product
by-productspaces
spaces

street
streetvisibility
visibility

connectivity
connectivity

onal
onal

economic networks

constituted
constituted

self employed
entrepreneurs

household with children
connectivity
connectivitydrives
drivesmovement
movementdensity
densityieie
use
use
permeability
permeability

cial
ial

orientation
orientationentrances
entrances

daily system: close proximity
housing:
modern owner occupied
environment: urban in the lee

++
visiual
visiualpermeability
permeabilitydetemines
deteminesmovement
movement
over-localized
over-localizeddecreases
decreasesintegration
integration
connectivity/permeability/pedestrian

daily system: desire close proximity
workspace:
thirdspace environment
environment: flexible spaces, interaction
with clients and peers

invisible individual
workspace
functional

flows

single/dual person
household

visible collective
workspace
dimension/necessary

activity

daily system: less depended on proximity
housing: architecture style/creativity
environment: cultural, urban , lively

(Hiller,
(Hiller,1996)
1996)

(Nes
(Nesv.v.&&Lopez,
Lopez,2010)
2010)

spatially/programmatically integration into the
larger network.

(Karsten et al 2006, Reijndrop 2004)

(SEV 2008)

using the potential flows from the network
connectivity

Project Aim
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Scenario: Business as Usual
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Scenario: Extreme Pedestrian Flows
Scenario: Following Masterplan
Scenarios

Scenario: Business as Usual

Scenario: Extreme Pedestrian Flows

Scenario: Following Societal Trends

Scenario: Following Masterplan

Scenario: Following Societal Trends

Spatial
Intervention
Spatial
Intervention

Phasing

Key-words:

Effects
Key-words:

Phasing

Pedestrian flow from/to theKey-words:
city
center

Key-words:

Key-words:

Key-words:

Effects
Effects

SWOT
SWOT

Evaluation
Evaluation

-

Programmatic and spatial hierachy in residential
core more frequent pedestrian flows from East.
Few street spaces for participatory/symbolic
appropriation
visibility
and social
control.
Programmatic more
and spatial
hierachy
in residential
Multiple
public
space
dimensions
on from
squares
create
core more
frequent
pedestrian
flows
East.
interaction
opportunities
for different lifestyles.
Few street spaces
for participatory/symbolic
Gradual
decrease
in visibility
dimension
ofsocial
squares
to
appropriation
more
and
control.
facilitate
network properties.
Multiple public space dimensions
on squares create
Tertiary
scale
program for for
econ/soc.
stimulation.
interaction
opportunities
different
lifestyles.
Gradual decrease in dimension of squares to
- focus on
current inhabitants,
- active eastern
area
facilitate
public space network
properties.
no
recognition
of opportuniTertiary scale program for econ/soc. stimulation.
ties created by affluent
residents
- focus on current inhabitants,
- active eastern area
no recognition of opportunities created by affluent
S residents
W
- in the current planning
- qualitative, uncertain
process the municipality and western area, still safety
the housing association startS threat
W
with
thecurrent
development
of the - few
spaces for
appropria- in the
planning
qualitative,
uncertain
future
due area,
to thestill
single
process the municipality and tion
western
safety
parking
garage
the housing association start
threat
O
T
with the
thecity- center,
few spaces
for appropriaWhile
thedevelopment
connection toofthe
indeed,
creates a
future in- and out-flow (more tion
to the single
possible
likelydue
a residential
out-flow),
parking
garage
it is unlikely in this scenario O
that, in spite of the differentia- T
tion
dimensions
in the
public
the appropriation
Whileofthe
connection
to the
city space
center,and
indeed,
creates a
conditions
theout-flow
street structure,
it will
generate aout-flow),
neighborpossible in-inand
(more likely
a residential

-

-

Intensification/diversification of
program as a result of new
connection

-

Multiple public space
dimensions facilitate different
activities
foranddifferent
Programmatic
spatial hierachylifestyles
introducing
frequent
pedestrian
flows
from
the
East.
creating
more interaction
Increase in street space for participatory/symbolic

Programmatic and spatial hierachy by central axis
high pedestrian flows.
Few street spaces for participatory/symbolic
appropriation
social control.
Programmatic increasing
and spatialvisibility
hierachyand
by central
axis
Tertiary
local scale
program through-out central axis
high
pedestrian
flows.
stim.
econ.spaces
opportunities
of current residents.
Few street
for participatory/symbolic
appropriation increasing visibility and social control.
Tertiary local scale program through-out central axis
stim. econ. opportunities of current residents.

-

appropriation
social control.
Programmatic increasing
and spatialvisibility
hierachyand
introducing
Multiple
spaceflows
dimensions
squares create
frequent public
pedestrian
from theon
East.
interaction
opportunities
lifestyles.
Increase in street
space fordifferent
participatory/symbolic
Gradual
decrease
in dimension
of squares
to control.
appropriation
increasing
visibility
and social
facilitate
network properties.
Multiple public space dimensions
on squares create
interaction opportunities different lifestyles.
Gradual decrease in dimension of squares to
- active social economic
- possibility of weak interac- high pedestrian flows
- little semi-public space/
facilitate public space network properties.
stimulative
eastern
area
tion between different
increase in visibility
public space in the lee
high
quality
western
area
groups
- economic potential for
- focus on current inhabitants
social
balance
active
social
economic
- possibility of weak interacresidents
- high pedestrian flows
- little semi-public space/
stimulative
eastern
area
tion between different
increase in visibility
public space in the lee
high
quality
western
area
groups
- economic potential for
- focus on current inhabitants
S
W
S
W - social balance
residents
with
the
introduction
of
the
possibility
for
fragmenta- extension of city center
- loss of identity and place
affluent and the local scale
tion if program and network
activities
- competition with neighborS hood high streets
W business the entrepreneurs S of spaces do not attract both W
- connection to museumpark
receive
a bigger
clientele
of users
- with the
introduction
of the groups
- possibility
for fragmentaalso
facilitates
- extension
of city center
- loss of identity and place
base
possibly
improving
their tion if program and network
affluent
and the
local scale
municipal/regional
users.
activities
- competition with neighborbusiness the entrepreneursO of spaces do not attract both T
- connection to museumpark
O hood high streets
T turnover
receive a bigger clientele
groups of users
also
facilitates
This scenario creates opportunities for interaction, moveWith the connection to the center the potential for densifibase
possibly
improving
their
municipal/regional
users.
ment and entrepreneurial developments, and through the
cation of program and pedestrian flows is generated inthe
O
T
connectivity and program becomes
an extension of the city T turnover
O
East. While in the West the ‘urban
in the lee’ concept is
center.
There is
the threat
is that toofor
much
connectivity
This scenario
creates
opportunities
interaction,
movestimulated.
However,
without
the
proper
conditions
of
the
With the connection to the center the potential for densificould
destroy
the sense of developments,
place and identity;
manythe
ment and
entrepreneurial
and too
through
public
spaces
to the
hierarchical
point,
the possibility
cation of
program
and
pedestrianfocal
flows
is generated
inthe

-

Risks

Removal of parking spaces
increases appropiable space,
social surveillance and visibility

-

Introduction of affluent secure
spatial quality in western area of
residential neighborhood

-

Possible fragmentation if
program and network of spaces
do not attract both groups of
users

Key-words:
Key-words:

-

Isolated residential area stimulating ‘living in the lee’
concept.
Small scale soc./econ stimulation program for weaker
residents.
Isolated residential area stimulating ‘living in the lee’
Multiple concept.
public space dimensions on squares create
interaction
differentprogram
lifestyles.
Small scale opportunities
soc./econ stimulation
for weaker
Hierarchical
residents. living in the lee North-South axis
stimulation
pedestrian
avenue. on squares create
Multiple public
space dimensions
interaction opportunities different lifestyles.
Hierarchical living in the lee North-South axis
- imbalance between
- make use of the residential
stimulation pedestrian avenue.
influence new affluent resi.
island to facilitate and
accentuate the concept for
and weaker resi.
gentrification.
- imbalance between
- make use of the residential
-island
high quality
‘urban
influence new affluent resi.
to facilitate
andin the
lee’
area the concept for
accentuate
and weaker resi.
S
W
gentrification.
-- high
In thequality
current‘urban
planning
- intense gentrification proc.
in the
process
- decrease of users base
lee’
areathe municipality and
the housing association start S West-Kruiskade.
W
with
thecurrent
development
of the
- In the
planning
- loss
of
social
networks
inital
intense gentrification proc.
future
process the municipality and
resi.
- decrease of users base
the housing association start
O West-Kruiskade.
T
with the development of the
loss
of
social
networks
inital
Although in this scenario the concept and trend of gentrificafuture
tion hold the possibilty of creating resi.
a neighborhood with a
O
spatial quality and a sense of safety,
it does not participate in
the
public
space
network.
Therefore,
doestrend
not generate
Although in this scenario the conceptisand
of gentrificaeconomic
benifitial
conditions
for the
less affluent. Moreover,
tion hold the
possibilty
of creating
a neighborhood
with a

T
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Recommendation

Scenarios
user intensity
low

Role in the Public Space Network

high

green structure

Cohabitation Conditions

Spatial Relation

Oude Westen
city center

Museum Park

+

+

functional dimension

+

interactive dimension

participatory dimension

necessary child related activity

optional activity

social activity

typology of places

connectivity

visible collective workspace
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Recommendation

Design Guidelines

Design Principles

local conditions

community center
social entrepreneurship center
neighborhood park
community cafe

green space
leisure space
neighborhood library
meeting place

P

primary school
designer
greenspace adult education tailor
leisure space
studio
cafe playground
meeting place
hairdresser computer repairshop
restaurant
collective workspace

P

P

accentuate the different levels of
operation
In order to prevent competition
accentuate
different
levels
and a big influx
of outside visitors
the spatial and with
programmatic
of operation
regard
hierachy should be focused on the
to high
streetperspective
and central
neighborhood
axis

distributed appropriatory space
To increase the potential for
appropriatory
space
appropriation and safety
evenly
distributed
throughout
the neighborhood

and an appropriatory space
should be evenly distributed over
the street structure.

network conditions

focus central axis should
be on local level

hierarchy accentuating pedestrian
and programmatic core/focus
In order to create
pedestrian types
moveaccentuate
different
ment and use of the different public
and
hierarchies
inpublic
public
spaces
a diversity in the
spaces should accentuate the type of
spaces
use and the direction to the hierarcical focal point of the neighborhood

increase in intensity of use
towards East

visual and connectivity of spaces
To facilitate
the potential
for
clear visual
connection
pedestrain use of all residents
between
spacesthe the
through
the neighborhood
hierarchical focal point an good
visual connection should exist
through the Public Space Network

visual connection
accentuates the public
space network

space and program facilitating and
stimulating different users
In order toand
increase
the potential for
spaces
program
all residents to use the facilities and
stimulates
usethebyhierachical
all
spaces throughout
axis
these
programs
and
spaces
residents
should be diverse and in aid of
multiple types of users.

divers program invites
interaction

gradual increase in program

pedestrian connectivity

The gradual increase of the program
towards the center will create an appropriate integration into the programmatic

As for the gradual increase in
program the permeability of the
residential neighborhood should

hairdresser computer repairshop
restaurant
Theoretical
Framework
Test Case Oude Westen
collective
workspaceMethod

meeting place

Project Aim

Problem Field

n

visual and connectivity of spaces

space and program facilitating and
stimulating different users

eblic

To facilitate the potential for
pedestrain use of all residents
through the neighborhood the the
hierarchical focal point an good
visual connection should exist
through the Public Space Network

In order to increase the potential for
all residents to use the facilities and
spaces throughout the hierachical
axis these programs and spaces
should be diverse and in aid of
multiple types of users.

e of
rciod

Design Guidelines: Network Conditions
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Recommendation

Design
Guidelines
accentuate
the different levels of
operation

In order to prevent competition
and a big influx of outside visitors
the spatial and programmatic
hierachy should be focused on the
neighborhood perspective

distributed appropriatory space

hierarchy accentuating pedestrian
and programmatic core/focus

To increase the potential for
appropriation and safety
throughout the neighborhood
and an appropriatory space
should be evenly distributed over
the street structure.

In order to create pedestrian movement and use of the different public
spaces a diversity in the public
spaces should accentuate the type o
use and the direction to the hierarci
cal focal point of the neighborhood

network conditions

-

Isolated residential area stimulating ‘living in the lee’
concept.
Small scale soc./econ stimulation program for weaker
residents.
Multiple public space dimensions on squares create
interaction opportunities different lifestyles.
Hierarchical living in the lee North-South axis
stimulation pedestrian avenue.

pedestriancreating
connectivitypedestrian

connectivity towards

As for the gradual increase in
center
of the
program the
permeability
of the
residential neighborhood should
neighborhood
create the opportunity for an
increase in pedestrian flows and an
appeal for certain public program,
however should restrain from
limited
connectivity
to
creating large
influx op
people in
order to secure the sense of identity
secure local identity and
and ownership

sense of ownership

gradualgradual
increase in program
increase

in
program
city
The gradual
increase towards
of the program
towardscenter
the center will create an appropriate integration into the programmatic
network of the city center. Creating
pedestrian flows that explore but do not
invade into area.

creating visitor flows that
explore but do not invade
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Design
user intensity
low

high

green structure

Connection to city center and museum park. increase pedestrian flows through park and towards
Gerrit Sterkmanplein.

C

Decreased pedestrain intensity in west of residential
area facilitating the ‘urban in the lee’ environment

M

20
0

New connections and flow intensity (Following Masterplan)

50

100
200
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Design

P

P

P

Removed parking spaces

20
0
Mixed Program locations

Parking spaces

50

100
200
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Design
current built form
housing for affluent
mixed program
playground only
multiple activity place
basketball court
public space paving
leisure space (park)
terrace community center
leisure space nursing home
quay Westersingel
tramlane
parking spaces

20
0

100
50

200
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Recommendation

Design

Section Park

9.6

10.6

10.6

9.5

9.5

27

5

5

10

26

Current situation

30.8

Potential situation

necessary activity
neighborhood center as landmark
Principle

optional -> social activity
meeting of different worlds

8

1.5

9.5

18

5

15

6

26
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Recommendation

Design

Section Gaffeldwarsstraat
-

connection to city center creates
Go-Through place with
By-Product places

-

lower priced program location for local
entrepreneurship

-

Removal of parking spaces for
appropriation of space

-

Pavement indication of public space 		
network

8.2

1.7

8.2

necessary space
social space
extension of center on local scale
Principle

1.5

3.2

3.5

5.2

1.5

1.7

3.2

10.2

10.2
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Project Aim

Problem Field

Theoretical Framework

Method

Test Case Oude Westen
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Recommendation

Design

Section Gerrit Sterkmanplein

9

2.6

1.5

3.5

1.5

1.5

3.5

1.5

1.8

9.5

9

4.1

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.3

9.5

10.6

9

4.1

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.3

9.5

10.6
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Problem Field

Theoretical Framework

Method

Test Case Oude Westen
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Recommendation

Scale

(The Netherlands)

(Zuid-Holland)

Provincial

Municipality
(Rotterdam)

(Central District)

District

Neighborhood

Actors

Policy Scheme

Public: Ministries, Province Zuid
Holland,
Private: Prorail, NS,

Public: Province Zuid Holland,
Municipalities
Private: Prorail, NS,

Public: Municipality Rotterdam,
Province Zuid Holland,
Private: Prorail, NS, RET, Harbor
Industry, Private Developers,
Education/Medical/R&D Institutes

Public: Municipality Rotterdam,
Private: Prorail, NS, RET, Private
Developers (officies, companies),
creative industry, local
entrepreneurs

Public: Municipality Rotterdam,
Private: Woonstad (HA), local
entrepreneurs, Education/
Medical facilities
Residents: Action Groups ‘Oude
Westen’, local residents

Vision Zuid-Holland

Urban Vision 2030

City Lounge

Masterplan Oude Westen

Visions

Project Aim

National

Mem. Space

Strengthen competitive position,
promote strong cities, major
(inter) national spatial values, and
safety.
decentral where possible,
centralized where it should be

Mem. Mobility

Reliability, speed, safety of
transport

Coherent, recognizable and divers Strengthen economy & residential
province, qualitative economic
attractivity. Gentrify, increase
competitive position
creative industry in peri-urban
neighborhoods

Provincial Interest

Competitive international profile,
Sustainable Climate-proof delta,
Coherent intercity network,
City and Rural relations,
Vital, divers Rural Landscape

Residential Vision

Rise in home-ownership, improve
dwelling, residential environment
and facilities

Work Locations

Randstad Urgent

Two Zones: Knowledge
& Servicezone /Harbor &
Industrialzone.
Increase EMC Hoboken.

Randstad 2040

- connected city: growth train and
car traffic(concentrated in main
routes)
- Stimulate cycling and PT use
inside city

Quality-proof Delta, Connectivity
& dymanic economy, High Quality
dwelling, employment and
residential environment

Secure living (green/blue delta),
International strengthening,
sustainable & regional connected
cities

Improve leisure, commercial,
pedestrian quality of inner city.
- smart economy - central living
- connected city - culture and
leisure

Traffic Plan Inner City

- Increase parking space (price
increase to city center
P+R outside center. Residents
parking close to home (garage/
street)

(Oude Westen)

Improve leisure, commercial,
residential differentiation,

Neighborhood Vision
Bind & Seduce

increase safety, social
facilities, vitality, living, public
space, entrepreneurship
-> gentrification -> spatial,
economic, social and safety
interventions

Traffic Plan Rotterdam

Transformation vision established from the perspective of intervening in
the built structure, changing housing typologies

Without a participatory planning approach where stakeholders from
different scales are recognized and without the recognition of the
potential of intervening in the public domain in relation to its users,
risk of fragmentation will be sustained.

Problem Field

Theoretical Framework

Method

Test Case Oude Westen
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Recommendation

Scale

(Netherlands)

Provincial

(South-Holland)

Municipality

Actors

Revising Current Decision-Making Process

Public: Ministries, Province Zuid
Holland,
Private: Prorail, NS,

Mem. Space
Mem. Mobility
Randstad Urgent
Randstad 2040

Visions

Project Aim

National

(Rotterdam)

District

(Central District)

Neighborhood

Public: Province Zuid Holland,
Municipalities
Private: Prorail, NS,

Public: Municipality Rotterdam,
Province Zuid Holland,
Private: Prorail, NS, RET, Harbor
Industry, Private Developers,
Education/Medical/R&D Institutes

Public: Municipality Rotterdam,
Private: Prorail, NS, RET, Private
Developers (officies, companies),
creative industry, local
entrepreneurs

Public: Municipality Rotterdam,
Private: Woonstad (HA), local
entrepreneurs, Education/
Medical facilities
Residents: Action Groups ‘Oude
Westen’, local residents

Vision Zuid-Holland
Provincial Interest

Urban Vision 2030
Residential Vision
Work Locations
Traffic Plan Rotterdam

City Lounge
Traffic Plan Inner City

Masterplan Oude Westen
Neighborhood Vision
Bind & Seduce

(Oude Westen)

Community Action Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Establishing a partnership between local stakeholders and the 		
local authority
Establishing the goals
Doing an analysis of the project area (through the use of the 		
conditions for cohabitation.
Creating the vision for the project area
Followup of the vision

Project Aim

Problem Field

Theoretical Framework

Method

Test Case Oude Westen

Recommendation

Evaluation:
-

The Urban Regeneration Approach of the Municipality too limited

-

Not recognizing the potentials of the uses and users of the public space

-

Method for assessment of the public space (network) and adaptation in relation to the needs of
the residents

-

Recommendation to incorporate method in the current decision-making process
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Thank you
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Questions?

